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TO BE WHITE, BLACK, OR BROWN? SOUTH ASIAN AMERICANS AND THE RACE-COLOR DISTINCTION

VINAY HARPALANI

INTRODUCTION: COLORING RACE

People often use race and color terminology interchangeably in common parlance. When the renowned African American scholar W.E.B. Du Bois stated that “the problem of the twentieth century is the problem of the color line,”¹ he was referring to rampant and overt racism faced by African Americans and non-European peoples all over the world. Within the United States, color terminology often dominates racial discourse due to common use of color-based racial designations such as “Black” and “White.” Color is thus often used as a synonym for race,² but while the two do overlap, color is also distinct from race as colorism is from racism.³

² See, e.g., A. Leon Higginbotham, In the Matter of Color: Race and the American Legal Process (1978) (discussing history of racism within American law). When using the term “color” in analysis, this Essay is referring primarily to skin color rather than race. Nevertheless, the terminology is confounded because: 1. Specific colors such as Black and White are also used to refer to race, both in this Essay and in other sources; 2. Other sources use the term “color” as either a synonym for race, a metaphor for race, or a connection to race in some symbolic way beyond skin color; and 3. This Essay does cite sources which use specific colors in the sense employed in number two above.
³ Typically, “colorism” refers to hierarchies based on skin color within particular racial groups, while “racism” denotes hierarchies between racial groups. For different perspectives on color and colorism, see Margaret L. Hunter, Race, Gender, and the Politics of Skin Tone, (2005); Shades of Difference, Why Skin Color Matters (Evelyn Nakano Glenn ed., 2009) [hereinafter Shades of Difference]; Nina G. Jablonski, Living Color: The Biological and Social Meaning of Skin Color (2012); Kathy Russell, Midge Wilson, & Ronald Hall, The Color Complex (Revised): The Politics of Skin Color in a New Millennium (2013); Color
The relationship between race and color is complex: the two are intertwined, and it can be difficult to tease apart. However, one group that illuminates the distinction between the two is South Asian Americans—peoples in the United States whose ancestry derives from the Indian subcontinent. South Asian Americans are a group that does not fit neatly within the dominant racial categories of Black and White and have a racially ambiguous identity within the United States. This is partly because of the large variety of skin tones within the group. Because South Asian Americans have been classified in various racial categories and vary significantly in skin tone, their experiences can uniquely relay how race is related to color.

Recent events in the media illustrate South Asian American racial ambiguity and color variation. For example, in February 2015, the experiences of South Asian Americans gave new meaning to Michael Jackson’s song, “Black or White.” First, Louisiana Governor and 2016 Presidential hopeful Bobby Jindal quipped, “You mean I’m not White?” when asked about a commissioned portrait that depicted him with lightened skin tone. Jindal blamed the criticism of his lightened image on the liberals’ obsession with race describing the controversy as “silly” and calling for “the end of race in America.” Just one week later in Madison, Alabama, police officers beat and severely injured Sureshbhai Patel—a fifty-seven-year-old immigrant grandfather who had only been in the United States for one week—after a suspicious caller identified him as “a skinny Black guy.” These two incidents show that in different contexts, South Asian Americans can be viewed as “Black” or “White.” Other color labels, such as “Brown,” are also sometimes used for South Asian Americans.
Americans. Contrary to Michael Jackson’s lyrics, however, it does matter how South Asian Americans are labeled—or how we choose to label ourselves.

Such contrasting racial identities are not new for South Asian Americans. Elsewhere, I have written in depth about South Asian American racial ambiguity both in my personal experience, and more broadly as part of the history of racial classification in America. Building on my recent presentation at the very successful and enlightening Global Perspectives on Colorism conference at Washington University in St. Louis, this essay focuses specifically on the role of color in delineating South Asian American racial identities.

Race and racism are extremely complex phenomena, and skin color and colorism are only one aspect of racial hierarchy and racialization. Nevertheless, color is the most common visual feature and symbol associated with race, and the relationship between the two is revealing—particularly for a group such as South Asian Americans. As noted earlier, South Asian Americans possess a wide range of skin tones, but due to our ambiguous positions in

11. See Lyrics to Black or White, supra note 6 (“It don’t matter if you’re black or white.”), https://play.google.com/music/preview/Tdrnpaf7dfiosystfogifv2y?lyrics=1&utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=lyrics&pcampaignid=kp-lyrics.
15. This Article uses the term racialization to describe the “creation, inhabitation, transformation, and destruction of formal racial categories [and of] . . . social meanings associated with race.” See Harpalani, supra note 4, at 110 n.180. The definition posited here derives from Professors Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s concept of racial formation: “the sociohistorical process by which racial categories are created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed.” See MICHAEL OMI & HOWARD WINANT, RACIAL FORMATION IN THE UNITED STATES 55 (2d ed., 1994). Because racial ambiguity inherently obscures racial categories, it is also necessary to consider the creation and application of social meanings associated with race in immediate situations. See Harpalani, supra note 4, at 111–15 (distinguishing between formal racialization, which involves the application of official racial categories derived from some authority, and informal racialization, which involves situational racial characterizations based on stereotypes).
America’s racial landscape—a venue defined largely by the Black-White paradigm—our experiences complicate the link between race and color in interesting ways. This essay explores how color intersects with other factors—including both local and national politics—to determine the racial characterization of South Asian Americans.

First, Part I briefly examines the relationship between race and color more generally, and asserts that skin color is the primary physical feature associated with race. In many cases, color has become a metaphor for race, but race is a social and political status that involves many dimensions beyond color. Traditionally, racial status has been associated with ancestry, but it has evolved to incorporate many other components often based on stereotypes and other forms of status. This essay further argues that individual actors can make claims to racial statuses, or can have those statuses ascribed on to them by others, and that skin color—or in the case of Jindal’s portrait, presentation of one’s skin color—is a part of this process. Color is thus an important component of the social construction of race, but it is by no means solely or even primarily determinative of race. Rather, social and political factors related to the situation and/or local environment play a large role.

Second, Part II analyzes the role of skin color in the characterization of South Asian Americans as “White.” It takes a historical approach, starting with the racial prerequisite cases—where Whiteness was a legal status necessary for naturalization as a U.S. citizen—and proceeding up to Bobby Jindal’s recent comment and the notion of “honorary Whiteness.” This Part examines both claims and ascriptions with respect to Whiteness, highlighting how skin color has usually not been the determining factor in whether South Asian Americans were considered to be “White.”

Third, Part III considers skin color in relation to the characterization of South Asian Americans as “Black.” Ascriptions of Blackness onto South

---


17. Situational factors can involve the immediate circumstances, the broader historical and political context, or a combination of both. Local environment refers to the “racial microclimate”: the social and political dynamics of the local setting. See Robert S. Chang, Keith Aoki’s Theory of Racial Microclimes, 45 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1913, 1923–24 (2012); Harpulani, supra note 4, at 121–22.

18. This notion derives from Professor Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, From Bi-Racial to Tri-Racial: Towards a New System of Racial Stratification in the USA, 27 ETHNIC & RACIAL STUD. 931, 931 (2004). Within this scheme, Professor Bonilla-Silva characterizes South Asian Americans (Asian Indians) as “Honorary Whites”—referring to individuals who receive many of the privileges and benefits of being White without actually being classified as such. Id.
Asian Americans can result from misidentification, which may have been the case in the aforementioned incident involving Sureshbhai Patel. Such ascriptions can also serve to denigrate South Asian Americans as the “other”—through association with Black people. This Part examines the role of skin color in such ascriptions, and also in claims to Blackness by South Asian Americans. Although the latter are far less common than claims to Whiteness or ascriptions of Blackness, this Part highlights a recent example: the revelation by Vijay Chokal-Ingam—the relatively dark-skinned brother of Indian-American actress and comedian Mindy Kaling—that he pretended to be Black on his medical school applications. Similar to Whiteness, this Part concludes that, while skin color can play a role in characterizations of South Asian Americans as Black, other factors are more significant. 

Fourth, Part IV considers other color and race-linked identities attributed to South Asian Americans—including “Brown.” This Part illustrates that, for all of these identities, there are facets that are much more significant than skin color.

Finally, the Conclusion discusses implications of the above for understanding race and racism, and also colorism as a phenomenon distinction from racism—one of the important aims of the Global Perspectives on Colorism conference.

I. UNDER COLOR OF LAW

From a legal standpoint, race and color are related, but distinct bases for discrimination. The terms “race” and “color” appear only once in the United States Constitution. Neither term is in the text of the Fourteenth Amendment—the source from which most constitutional litigation on race discrimination arises. Rather, it appears in the Fifteenth Amendment, which reads: “The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.”
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21. See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
22. See Schoenherr, supra note 14 (“Colorism, the practice of discrimination based on skin tone even among people of color, is rarely addressed publicly and is uniquely different from racism.”).
23. U.S. Const. amend XV, § 1 (emphasis added).
and “color” in this context, one can infer that the Framers of the Amendment intended the two to have different meanings—otherwise, the rule against surplusage and presumption against redundancy are violated.24 During its debate on the Fifteenth Amendment, Congress considered several other terms to add to the text. For example, Michigan Senator Jacob Howard offered an amendment to the language to protect voting rights specifically for “persons of African descent.”25 Additionally, Representative John Bingham of Ohio, a radical Republican, wanted to add the terms “nativity,” “property,” and “creed” to the amendment to expand its protection.26 The “nativity” provision would prevent discrimination against naturalized citizens (as opposed to native born citizens). Discussion of the terms “race” and “color” during these debates does not reveal any clear distinction, although one might infer that the Framers thought about “race” largely in terms of ancestry, while “color” might have denoted physical appearance (i.e., visible skin color).27 The distinction between “race” and “color” is clearer in the context of Title VII employment discrimination.28

24. See Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 174 (1803) (“[A] negative or exclusive sense must be given to [words in the Constitution], or they have no operation at all”). It cannot be presumed that any clause in the Constitution is intended to be without effect.”).

25. Cong. Globe, 40th Cong., 3d Sess., 1009 (1869) (“African descent . . . is popularly . . . understood as a person who has African blood in his veins . . . . It designates what is commonly known as the negro, or some person having colored blood in his veins to the amount of at least one eighth.”).

26. Cong. Globe, 40th Cong., 3d Sess., H. p. 1427 (1869). The “nativity” provision would prevent discrimination against naturalized citizens (as opposed to native born citizens). Bingham wanted to add the “nativity” and “property” provisions because some states, such as Rhode Island, discriminated on these bases with respect to voting rights. Id.

27. The well-known ante-bellum case of State v. Cantey suggests such a distinction. 2 Hill (SC) 614, 615 (1835) (distinguishing between “negro blood” and “negro features and complexion”). Additionally, the Civil Rights Act of 1866, which served as prelude to the Fourteenth Amendment, also contained “race” and “color” as part of its text. 14 Stat. 27-30, Apr. 9, 1866 (“[A]ll persons born in the United States and not subject to any foreign power, excluding Indians not taxed, are hereby declared to be citizens of the United States; and such citizens, of every race and color . . . shall have the same right, in every State and Territory in the United States, to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, and give evidence, inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property, and the full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of person and property, as is enjoyed by white citizens . . . .”) (emphasis added). For more general information on the relationship between the Fourteenth Amendment and the Civil Rights Act of 1866, see HORACE EDGAR FLACK, THE ADOPTION OF THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 44–52 (1908); WILLIAM E. NELSON, THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT: FROM POLITICAL PRINCIPLE TO JUDICIAL DOCTRINE (1918).

contains guidelines, which define race discrimination and color discrimination. Title VII race discrimination includes actions that discriminate on the basis of ancestry, physical characteristics, race-linked illness, culture, perception (i.e., discrimination based on perceived rather than actual race), association (i.e., discrimination based on having interracial marriage, friendship, etc.), “race plus” (i.e., specific discrimination against a particular racial subgroup, such as Black women with children), and “reverse” racial discrimination (i.e., discrimination against White persons). Color discrimination under Title VII is more narrowly defined as discrimination on the basis of “lightness, darkness, or other color characteristic of the person.”

While Title VII race and color discrimination claims do overlap, color is defined exclusively in terms of visual appearance (i.e., skin color), while race is more complex and can involve various characteristics and perceptions (i.e., racial stereotypes about behavior). This Essay conceptualizes race as a status—a social and political demarcator that can yield privileges or disadvantages. Individual or group actors can claim racial statuses, or such statuses can be ascribed onto them by others. Thus, claims and ascriptions constitute a framework for understanding how racial statuses and identities are conferred. Color plays a significant role in this process, as it is the physical trait most commonly associated with race. The example of South Asian Americans illustrates this well as it allows us to tease apart color-designated racial categories (i.e., “Black” and “White”) from actual skin color variation and to analyze the relationship between the two.

30. Id.
31. Id.
32. Id. In practice, courts have mainly applied Title VII color discrimination to claims of skin color bias among members of the same group. See id. at 15-6 (citing Walker v. Sec'y of the Treasury, 713 F. Supp. 403, 405–08 (N.D. Ga. 1989), aff'd 953 F.2d 650 (11th Cir. 1992) (distinguishing race and color discrimination and upholding cause of action for suit by light-skinned Black person against dark-skinned Black person).
33. This definition builds on my prior work, which discusses “racial status” in terms of “capital” and “privileged resource[s].” See Harpalani, supra note 4, at 11314.
34. See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
35. Id.
II. NOT QUITE WHITE

The starting point for analyzing the relationship between race and color for South Asian Americans is the Naturalization Law of 1790, which was the first Congressional Act to address citizenship. This Act restricted the privilege of naturalization to “free, White persons.” Later amendments to this law granted citizenship rights to Blacks and Native Americans, but for most non-European immigrants, the “White person” standard remained until the middle of the twentieth century. To become naturalized as United States citizens, Asian and South Asian immigrants had to demonstrate, if challenged, that they were “White persons” under the meaning in this statute. In other words, these immigrants had to make claims to Whiteness.

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, federal courts decided a series of “racial prerequisite” cases to determine which groups fit under the definition of “White persons”—thus establishing eligibility for citizenship. Professor Ian Haney López analyzes these cases in his book, White By Law, where he notes that federal courts employed various combinations of four different standards to decide who was “White:” Congressional intent, common knowledge, scientific evidence, and legal precedent. South Asian immigrants presented a particular dilemma because, unlike most other Asian immigrants, they were deemed to be “Caucasian” and “Aryan.”

The first wave of immigrants from the Indian subcontinent came to the United States in the early twentieth century, and the first racial prerequisite case that involved a South Asian immigrant was In re Balsara. The district court found that Bhicaji Balsara was probably not “White,” but the court resisted a definitive ruling and allowed him to tentatively attain citizenship because he “appear[ed] a gentleman of high character and exceptional intelligence.” The Second Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that Balsara was White, opining that the words “free, White person” meant...
“all persons of the [W]hite race, as distinguished from the black, red, yellow, or brown races[.]” Although it used the language of color, the court here was not referring to skin color directly, but rather to racial groups designated by color.

The next racial prerequisite case involving a South Asian immigrant actually did involve assessment of skin color. In United States v. Dolla, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that Abba Dolla was White citing his light skin color. The court noted that the “skin of his arm . . . was sufficiently transparent for the blue color of the veins to show very clearly.” The Fifth Circuit also cited other criteria; for example, it noted that Dolla owned a white cemetery plot in Savannah, Georgia. Dolla’s claim to Whiteness also included various forms of evidence to show his connections to the White community in Savannah; nevertheless, his skin color was the primary basis for the court’s ruling. The court even noted that Dolla’s face and hands were several shades darker, but that his arms, which were covered from sun exposure, were sufficiently light to demonstrate that he was White.

While Balsara and Dolla yielded the same result, the reasoning was different—the latter appealed directly to skin color when assessing race, while the former did not. Besides Dolla, no racial prerequisite cases involving immigrants from any group involved visual assessment of skin color. This anomaly was probably due to local custom and racial dynamics. Professor Vivek Bald notes that this emphasis on skin color was “more in line with the daily practices of southern segregation than any

---

46. Id at 696.
47. United States v. Dolla, 177 F. 101, 102 (5th Cir. 1910). The court’s reasoning here brings to mind the “blue vein” test that restricted membership in many elite Black social clubs to light-skinned Black Americans during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. See Suzanne G. Fegley et al., Colorism Embodied: Skin Tone and Psychosocial Well-Being in Adolescence, in DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVES ON EMBODIMENT AND CONSCIOUSNESS 281, 286 (Willis F. Overton, Ulrich Muller & Judith L. Newman eds., 2008) (noting that for Black social groups such as “the Blue Vein Society of Nashville . . . the lightness of one’s skin mainly determined membership.”).
48. Dolla, 177 F. 101 at 102.
49. See Vivek Bald, Bengali Harlem and the Lost Histories of South Asian America 60-61 (2013) (noting that Dolla “offered to produce a series of (presumably white) leading citizens to attest to his good character . . . and ‘a leading white physician’ . . . who would confirm that he was ‘of pure Caucasian blood.’”)
50. Id. at 61.
51. Id.
52. See Haney López, supra note 38, at 203–08 (Appendix A listing basis for rulings in all racial prerequisite cases).
53. See sources cited in supra note 17 for a definition of “racial microclimes” and for further discussion of how local environment can impact racial dynamics.
legal precedent.” Professor Bald also suggests, based on historical records, that in spite of the Fifth Circuit’s ruling and Dolla’s own arguments, that Abba Dolla was more connected to Savannah’s Black community than to its White community. While skin color did play a role in defining Whiteness, courts were typically more interested in the social and political implications of defining particular groups and individuals as White, and thus eligible for citizenship.

Several other lower federal courts also considered the question of whether South Asian immigrants were White and come to different conclusions. In re Akhay Kumar Mozumdar (1913) involved “a high-caste Hindu of pure blood[,]” who claimed that “high caste Hindus always consider themselves members of the Aryan race.” In his petition, Mozumdar also distinguished between “high caste Hindus[,]” “sihks . . . of mixed blood[,]” “[t]he laboring class, those who do the rough manual labor [and] are not high-caste Hindus at all, but . . . hav[e] quite a different religion and a different ancestry[,] . . . aborigines of the country, or the hill tribes,” and “descendants of the invaders . . . of the Mohammedan faith.” Consequently, the court noted that there is a “line of demarcation between the different castes and classes,” implying that those of lower castes may not be White.

Based on this reasoning, District Court for the Eastern District of Washington found that Akhay Kumar Mozumdar was White. The court analogized this demarcation to the question of “where does daylight end or darkness begin?” It further noted that in India, “populations of all the races are mixed to a large extent” and “[t]he number of individuals white enough to prove that their blood is quite pure is very restricted.” Interestingly, the court also referenced the relationship between “caste” and “color” noting the two are no longer synonyms, even if they “used to be in Sanskrit.” Thus, while the court acknowledged some relationship between caste, skin color, and Whiteness, it found that the former two qualities were no longer “pure” enough to determine the latter.

54. BALD, supra note 49, at 61.
55. Id. at 61–62.
56. Id. at 116–17.
57. Id.
58. Id. at 117.
60. Id.
61. Id.
Three other racial prerequisite cases involving South Asian immigrants yielded varying results. The court ruling on *In re Sadar Bhagwab Singh*\(^{62}\) found that South Asian petitioners were not White, citing Congressional intent and common knowledge.\(^{63}\) However, in two subsequent cases, *In re Mohan Singh*\(^{64}\) and *In re Bhagat Singh Thind*\(^{65}\) courts relied on legal precedent to find that the petitioners were White.\(^{66}\) While all of these courts agreed that South Asian immigrants were Caucasian, the court in *In re Sadar Bhagwab Singh* noted that this was not necessarily equivalent to White: “[w]hen . . . Martian immigrants reach this part of the earth, and ‘a man from Mars’ applies to be naturalized, he may be recognized as white within the meaning of the act of Congress, and admitted to citizenship; but he may not be Caucasian.”\(^{67}\)

In 1922, the Supreme Court, in *Ozawa v. United States*, disagreed with the ruling in *Singh*.\(^{68}\) The Supreme Court ruled that “White” was synonymous with Caucasian; thus, Takao Ozawa, a Japanese immigrant, was not White because he was “clearly of a race which [was] not Caucasian.”\(^{69}\) However, the Court noted that its ruling “[did] not entirely dispose of [the problem] . . . but rather [established] a zone of . . . debatable ground.”\(^{70}\) This ruling was important because, the very next year, the Supreme Court heard Bhagat Singh Thind’s case,\(^{71}\) which originated in the state of Washington. The question posed: “Is a high-caste Hindu of full Indian blood, born at Amrit Sar, Punjab, a white person . . . ?”\(^{72}\) Contrary to its own ruling in *Ozawa* just a few months earlier, the Court redacted the equivalence between “Caucasian” and “White,” holding that Asian Indians did not fit the common person’s understanding of the term “White”: “It may be true that the blond Scandinavian and the brown Hindu have a common ancestor in the dim reaches of antiquity, but the average man knows perfectly well that there are unmistakable and
profound differences between them to-day.” Although it did not rely on skin color for its ruling, the Court supported its common knowledge standard by contrasting the “blond Scandinavian” and “brown Hindu.” The Court also suggested that these were the extremes of the Caucasian race to justify its departure from pseudoscientific racial classifications.

Also, after Thind, at least sixty-five Asian Indian Americans were stripped of their U.S. citizenship because they were not White.

Ironically, Bhagat Singh Thind himself attained citizenship in 1936 after going to New York where naturalization examiners did not challenge his application. Thind’s experience highlights the importance of local racial dynamics. During the first half of the twentieth century, the South Asian American population was much larger on the west coast, leading to greater economic competition between South Asian immigrant workers and other groups. This could explain why Thind’s petition for citizenship was challenged in Washington but not in New York.

For South Asian Americans, the question of Whiteness did not end. After World War II, Congress acted to change U.S. immigration law. Several political factors, including the Cold War and the need to improve relations with Asian countries, prompted Congress to reopen immigration from South Asian countries. The Immigration Act of 1946 (“Luce-Celler Act”) rendered Thind obsolete by creating a small immigration quota of Asian Indians and permitting their naturalization. The Immigration Act of 1952 (“McCarran-Walter Act”) removed all race restrictions to citizenship superseding the Naturalization Law of 1790. The most significant legislative action was the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 (“Hart-Celler Act”), which raised annual immigration visas, allowed
family reunification independent of quotas, and created a preference system that favored highly skilled, professional immigrants, such as engineers and scientists. Soon thereafter, in 1970, the United States Census Bureau would once again raise the question of Whiteness for South Asian Americans.

South Asian immigrants to the United States did not appear in significant numbers until the early twentieth century and were not designated in the census until 1910. In the 1910 and 1920 censuses, South Asians were classified under the “other” category on the census form. This included sub-categories of “Non-white Asiatic/Hindu” in 1910 and “Hindu” in 1920, which was intended for enumerators and listed in census publications. For the 1930 and 1940 censuses, “Hindu” appeared as a separate category on the census forms. In 1950 and 1960, the Census Bureau returned to the “other” designation on the form and included sub-categories—for enumerators and census publications only—of “Non-white/Asiatic Indian” in 1950 and “Non-white/Hindu” in 1960. But the most surprising change came after the post-1965 wave of immigration began, when South Asians were suddenly designated as “White” on the 1970 Census form—in spite of the specific designation as “Non-White” in the previous Census, and in spite of the 1923 Thind decision.

Why were South Asian Americans now suddenly classified as White in the Census? As Professor Susan Koshy notes, classification as White prevented South Asian Americans from receiving protected minority

82. 79 Stat. 911 (1965); see also Chandrasekhar, supra note 80, at 24–26.
83. See Maxine P. Fisher, Creating Ethnic Identity: Asian Indians in the New York City Area, 7 URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY 271, 271–74 (1978). The preference system of the 1965 Immigration Act had two other important consequences. First, educated immigrants from Asian countries helped build America’s scientific and technological infrastructure—a significant national interest in the wake of the Cold War and competition with the Soviet Union. See Prashad, supra note 10, at 4, 69–82 (discussing how American fear that the Soviet Union had become more technologically advanced, particularly after the launch of Sputnik I in 1957, led to immigration policies favoring scientists and engineers from Asian countries). Second, the children of these educated immigrants possessed the advantages of relatively privileged home and school environments: many of them became high academic achievers and became the basis of the “model minority” stereotype of Asian Americans. See id.; Tayyab Mahmud, Genealogy of a State-Engineered “Model Minority”: “Not Quite/Not White” South Asian Americans, 78 DENVER L. REV. 657 (2001).
84. Koshy, supra note 13, at 293–94.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. 261 U.S. 204 (1923). Of course, the Census Bureau was not bound by Thind, which just interpreted the Naturalization Law of 1790, 1 Stat. 103. Nevertheless, these divergent formal classifications illustrate the racial ambiguity of South Asian Americans.
status conferred by 1960s civil rights legislation. Here, the classification of South Asian Americans as White had nothing to do with skin color, ancestry, common knowledge, or any other standard that came to bear in the racial prerequisite cases. Moreover, in a twist of irony, South Asian Americans were not attempting to claim Whiteness, as in the racial prerequisite cases. Rather, Whiteness was ascribed by the Census to the detriment of South Asian Americans.

South Asian Americans did challenge this classification, seeking both separate census enumeration and minority status to qualify for protections of civil rights legislation and aspects of federal affirmative action programs. South Asian American organizations discussed and debated the issue and recognized that South Asian Americans would continue to face discrimination, particularly in times of economic hardship. Moreover, these organizations realized that future South Asian immigrants, admitted mainly based on family preferences rather than occupational preferences, would have less education and endure more economic hardship.

Ultimately, South Asian Americans succeeded. In 1977, the Census Bureau changed the racial classification from White to “Asian Indian,” which became effective for the 1980 Census. Later, this would change to “Asian or Pacific Islander/Asian Indian” for the 1990 Census, “Asian/Asian Indian” again in the 2000 Census. In 2010, “Asian Indian” was one of several Asian groups listed on the census form. Also, starting in 1982, South Asian Americans gained protected minority status and were

88. Koshy, supra note 84, at 294.
89. See Fisher, supra note 83, at 279–81. The two separate issues—separate enumeration and legal minority status—also illustrate different dimensions of formal racialization.
90. Id. at 281.
91. See id.
92. Visweswaran, supra note 13, at 18.
94. The main difference between the 1990 and 2000 Census questionnaires was that in the latter, “Pacific Islander” was designated as a separate category from “Asian.” U.S. Census Bureau, Major Differences in Subject-Matter Content Between the 1990 and 2000 Census Questionnaires, Census 2000 (2000) http://www.census.gov/population/www/cen2000/90vs00/index.html. The “Asian” category had sub-groups including “Asian Indian” and also had an “Other Asian” write-in option. Id.
included in certain federal affirmative action programs—\(^96\) including set-asides and discounted bids for public contracts.

Although South Asian Americans are not formally classified as White, there is the notion that the group has attained a status of “honorary Whiteness.”\(^{98}\) Segments of South Asian American communities have economic and educational privileges and are very successful,\(^{99}\) but other segments are still striving for success,\(^{100}\) or are struggling.\(^{101}\) The model minority stereotype of Asian and South Asian Americans is well known;\(^{102}\) however, while this is a racial characterization and related to honorary Whiteness,\(^{103}\) it is not rooted in skin color, but rather in other symbols associated with success.\(^{104}\)

In fact, “honorary Whiteness” refers to the attainment of benefits and privileges of being White without formal classification as such.\(^{105}\) Skin color and physical appearance can negate honorary Whiteness if used to characterize an individual as non-White. This leads right back to Jindal’s lightened portrait and his quip about being White.\(^{106}\) The history of South Asian Americans illustrates that there have always been consequences for racial classification and characterization whether based on skin color or other criteria.\(^{107}\) Jindal himself should have learned this during his initial Louisiana gubernatorial campaign, in 2003, when he lost to Democrat Kathleen Blanco in a close race marred by racist overtones. Polls indicated that Jindal led by as many as ten points in the weeks leading up to the election, and analysts suggested that rural White Louisianans were unwilling to vote for a “foreigner.”\(^{108}\) Moreover, one of Blanco's campaign ads showed Jindal’s photograph next to a message stating “Wake Up

\(^{96}\) See Visveswaran, supra note 13, at 18. See also Yen Le Espiritu, Asian American Panethnicity 125 (Sucheng Chan ed., 1992).

\(^{97}\) See id. at 18–19.

\(^{98}\) See Bonilla-Silva, supra note 18 and accompanying text.

\(^{99}\) See Harpalani, supra note 4, at 96 (noting high representation of South Asian Americans in certain skilled professions).

\(^{100}\) See id. at 96–97 (noting high representation of South Asian Americans in certain working class occupations).

\(^{101}\) See id. at 143–44 (noting underemployment among educated South Asian American professionals).
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\(^{104}\) See id.

\(^{105}\) See generally Bonilla-Silva, supra note 18.

\(^{106}\) See generally Diamond, supra note 7.

\(^{107}\) See generally Harpalani, supra note 4.

It is particularly ironic and problematic that Jindal later responded to his lightened portrait by denying the significance of race.

Another South Asian American Republican Governor, also from a southern state, recently faced a controversy about racial identity. In 2011, South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley—born Nimrata Randhawa—was criticized by the South Carolina Democratic Party when it was disclosed that her race was listed as “White” on her 2001 voter registration. South Carolina’s Democratic Party chair, Dick Harpootlian, stated that Haley’s racial self-identification did not matter, but claimed that Haley “calls herself a minority—when it suits her [but] . . . says she is white . . . [when] beneficial to her at the moment.” The state Democratic Party also questioned whether Haley’s inconsistent racial identification might render her ineligible to vote in South Carolina, based on the state’s restrictive voter identification bill, which she herself signed into law.

Haley’s racial identity was also an issue one year earlier in her successful 2010 gubernatorial campaign. One of her Republican primary opponents, South Carolina State Senator Jake Knotts, referred to both Haley and President Barack Obama as “ragheads” in a stereotypic reference to turbans worn for various reasons on the Indian subcontinent and in the Middle East. This incident led to an apology to both Haley

109. See id.
110. It is ironic that the two most prominent South Asian American politicians in America, Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal and South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley, are both conservative Republicans. South Asian Americans identify primarily with the Democratic Party. In a 2012 national representative survey of 3042 Asian Americans, which included 386 Asian Indians, fifty percent of Asian Indians identified as “Democrat,” while only three percent identified as “Republican,” and forty-seven percent identified as “Independent/Non-Partisan.” Karthik Ramakrishnan & Taeku Lee, Public Opinion of a Growing Electorate: Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders in 2012, NAT’L ASIAN AM. SURVEY 8, 30 (Oct. 8, 2012), available at http://www.naasurvey.com/resources/Home/NAAS12-sep25-election.pdf.
111. See VIJAY PRASHAD, UNCLE SWAMI 95–96 (2012).
113. Id.
114. See id.
116. See PRASHAD, supra note 111, at 8 (noting the turban as one racial symbol that designates a Muslim terrorist). Ironically, in the early and mid-twentieth century, turbans allowed some African Americans to identify themselves as “Indian” and thus avoid Jim Crow laws to an extent. See Tanvi Misra, How Turbans Helped Some Blacks Go Incognito in The Jim Crow Era, CODE SWITCH BLOG (July 19, 2014, 5:32 AM), http://www.npr.org/blogs/codeswitch/2014/07/17/332380449/how-turbans-helped-some-blacks-go-incognito-in-the-jim-crow-era. In this context, the turban was associated merely with being Indian or from the Orient, not with Islam or terrorism. See generally id.
and Obama from the South Carolina Republican Party.  
Both Jindal and Haley are out of step with the majority of Americans, and with South Asian Americans more specifically. Also, most South Asian Americans do not self-identify as White with respect to race or color. In a 1976 survey of 159 Indian immigrants, conducted during the census reclassification debate, Professors Hekmat Elkhanialy and Ralph Nicholas reported:

In a preliminary test of our questionnaire, we tried to inquire into racial identity using the contemporary American racial designations of “White” and “Black.” . . . [T]here was so much resistance to answering such a question about race with skin color, that we changed the question to “what would you consider your color to be? 1. White 2. Black 3. other (specify)” Only 11 percent chose White and only 3 percent Black, 70 percent wrote in “Brown.” A further 8 percent named another color such as “Blue” or “Olive,” and 8 percent would not name a color, but frequently commented on the undesirability of using skin color as a criterion of race.

Data from the 1990 census suggests a greater degree of assimilation to the Black/White paradigm: in spite of the separate category of Asian or Pacific Islander/Asian Indian, twenty-five percent of South Asian Americans indicated their racial identification as White, and five percent as Black. The greater acceptance of these two dominant racial categories might reflect changes in the structure of the South Asian American population, which, by 1990, included many more individuals who were born or raised in the United States. Nevertheless, most South Asian Americans still did not identify with these racial categories.

No data is available on the relationship between skin color and racial identification. One can reasonably speculate that skin color is one of many factors that play a role in self-identification by race, and also in the ascription of racial identity. However, many other historical and political factors, along with local racial dynamics, were more important in determining when and where South Asian Americans could be “White.”

117. See Monotopoli, supra note 115.
III. OCCASIONALLY BLACK

While South Asian Americans are less frequently characterized as Black than as White, these experiences with Blackness are informative—not just about South Asian American racialization, but also about the social meaning of Blackness more generally. For South Asian Americans, the relationship between dark skin color and Blackness is more apparent than that between light skin and Whiteness—although, in both cases there are many other factors at play. Additionally, rather than legal claims or formal classifications of Whiteness, the most common experiences with Blackness are informal, situational ascriptions.120 When South Asian Americans are characterized as Black, it is usually not by choice.

The most recent such ascription noted in media—described in the Introduction—occurred in February 2015 when police officers in Madison, Alabama severely beat and injured fifty-seven-year-old immigrant Sureshbhai Patel after a suspicious caller reported him to be “a skinny Black guy.”121 It is noteworthy that Alabama Governor Robert Bentley apologized to India’s government after this incident122—a measure of contrition rarely taken towards Black American families and communities victimized by police brutality. The officer who beat Patel was arrested and tried twice for assault in federal court, with both trials resulting in deadlocked juries and mistrials.123

There have been ascriptions of Blackness to South Asian Americans since the early twentieth century. Professor Ronald Takaki notes that, at times, early South Asian immigrants to the United States were called “niggers,”124 and Professor Bandana Purkayastha describes how this racial

120. Professor Sucheta Mazumdar notes that in the racial prerequisite cases, South Asian Americans could have pursued citizenship by arguing they were Black rather than White, but none chose to pursue this route. Mazumdar, supra note 13, at 25. Professor Mazumdar attributes this to racism, but Professor Koshy argues it was a strategic decision because the legal definition of Whiteness provided more ground for argument. Koshy, supra note 13, at 291–92 (citing Haney López, supra note 38, at 51–52).
121. See Holley et al., supra note 9.
123. Brian Lawson, Madison Police officer Eric Parker still waiting for word on third civil rights trial, WHNT NEWS (Dec. 22, 2015), http://whnt.com/2015/12/22/madison-police-officer-eric-parker-still-waiting-for-word-on-third-civil-rights-trial/. Federal prosecutors have stated that they intend to again try the officer “on the charge that he violated the civil rights of 57-year-old Sureshbhai Patel, by using excessive force while acting as a police officer.” Id.
Epithet is still sometimes directed at South Asian Americans. In 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson cancelled the visits of Indian Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri and Pakistani President Mohammed Ayub Khan after both South Asian leaders made statements opposing the Vietnam War. President Johnson, however, cited a different reason for the cancellations: “After all, what would Jim Eastland [the conservative senator from Mississippi] say if I brought those two niggers over here.”

All of these negative ascriptions of Blackness involved color in one sense: the South Asian American individuals were identified as non-White—probably owing in part to their average darker skin tone as compared to most White Americans. One cannot determine precisely from these incidents whether relatively dark-skinned South Asians are more likely to be labeled as Black than relatively light-skinned South Asians. But as the example with President Johnson shows, social and political context play a larger role in these ascriptions than skin color.

Another well-known incident involving ascription of Blackness onto a South Asian American occurred in 2006 and was partly attributed to skin color: the “macaca” incident. Virginia Senator George Allen was touted not only as a shoe-in for his Senatorial re-election that year, but also as a frontrunner for the 2008 Republican Presidential nomination. That all changed when S.R. Sidarth, a twenty-year-old University of Virginia student and campaign volunteer for Allen’s Democratic opponent, Jim Webb, began to track and videotape Allen’s rallies across the state of Virginia. On August 11, 2006, at a rally in the rural town of Breaks, Virginia, Allen referred to Sidarth, who is a relatively dark-skinned Asian Indian American, as “macaca.” In front of the entire crowd, where Sidarth was the only non-White person, Allen further stated to him, “[w]elcome to America and the real world of Virginia.” Unlike President Johnson, however, Senator Allen had to deal with the presence and power of the internet. Sidarth caught the incident on videotape, and it

125. See Bandana Purkayastha, Negotiating Ethnicity: Second-Generation South Asian Americans Traverse a Transnational World 29 (2005) (discussing the experience of a South Asian medical student who was called “nigger” as a child.).
129. Id.
went viral on YouTube. Media reported on the incident and learned that “macaca” referred to macaques—a species of monkey—and was an anti-Black racial epithet used in French-speaking countries. Senator Allen repeatedly apologized for the comment, most notably on the television program, Meet the Press, where host Tim Russert asked him why he made those statements “towards a dark-skinned American.” Allen’s campaign soon crumbled, and he lost a very close election—decided by a mere seven thousand votes out of over 2.3 million.

Beyond the fact that S.R. Sidarth was identifiably non-White, it is hard to say if his skin color itself prompted Senator Allen to call him “macaca.” The local racial dynamics—the fact that Senator Allen made this remark to a rural, conservative predominantly White audience—may have played a larger role. However, there is little doubt that Sidarth’s relatively dark skin tone influenced media coverage and discussion of the incident. The relationship between racialization and skin color can be complicated. In the “macaca” incident, skin color had a secondary effect—on media discourse—even if Allen’s remark was not motivated directly by skin color.

There are other accounts of ascriptions of Blackness to South Asian Americans, which perhaps also involve skin color, although, again, other situational factors play a role. Recent scholarship also focuses on South Asian Americans’ proactive identification with African Americans—


133. See generally sources cited in supra note 17 for discussion of the impact of local racial dynamics.

particularly for youth who are interested in hip hop culture and emulate media images of Blackness. In a sense, one can view this phenomenon as a partial claim to Blackness, albeit an informal rather than a formal or legal one. Additionally, in *Bengali Harlem*, Professor Vivek Bald describes how South Asian male immigrants in the early twentieth century—particularly Bengali peddlers—married African American women and became immersed in Black communities across the country. Of course, one reason for this phenomenon is that these may have been denied access to White communities. In any case, the role of color in these instances was probably similar to the ascriptions described earlier: if South Asian immigrants lacked access to White communities, it was probably because their appearance—and especially their skin color—marked them as non-White.

One recent instance has been different as it involved a South Asian American made a claim to Blackness and identified himself (falsely) as Black—partly based on his skin color. Vijay Chokal-Ingam, brother of South Asian American actress and comedian Mindy Kaling, reported that in 1999, he pretended to be Black on his medical school applications, in an attempt to benefit from affirmative action. On his website, www.almostblack.com, Chokal-Ingam reports that his “skin is naturally


136. Bald, supra note 49, at 75–77. Most of the marriages and relationships discussed by Professor Bald were in New York or other cities in the Eastern half of the U.S. *See* id. at 7 (noting that Bengali peddlers settled “in working-class neighborhoods from New York to Baltimore to Detroit . . . many married local women here . . . [.]”).

137. *Id. But see* Misra, supra note 116 (noting that some African Americans were able to circumvent Jim Crow laws by wearing turbans and posing as South Asian immigrants).

138. *See also* Harpalani, supra note 4, at 167.


dark,” and that he “shaved [his] head” and “trimmed [his] long Indian eyelashes,” all in an effort to appear Black. Besides relying on his relatively dark skin and noted changes in his appearance, Chokal-Ingam reported that on his applications, he listed his race as Black or African American, used his middle name, JoJo, as his first name, highlighted the time he and his family spent in Africa before moving to the United States, and listed his membership in the Organization of Black Students at his undergraduate institution—the University of Chicago.

Chokal-Ingam applied to twenty-two medical schools and was accepted to one, contending that he was accepted because he “said [he] was Black.” This statement is misleading: although his website states that the Indian American applicant (“Vijay”) was rejected and the African American applicant (“JoJo”) was accepted, Chokal-Ingam only applied to medical school once as “JoJo.” He never applied to medical school as an Indian American and, thus, was never rejected as such. The medical school that accepted Chokal-Ingam, Saint Louis University, contends that race played no role in his admission.

143. Chokal-Ingam, True Story, supra note 141.
144. Id.
145. Id.
146. Nguyen, supra note 20.
147. Chokal-Ingam, Documentation, supra note 140.
148. Id.
149. Chokal-Ingam, True Story, supra note 141.
150. Relatedly, on his website, Chokal-Ingam claims that many Indian Americans, White Americans, and others are rejected from medical school because of affirmative action. See id. This is also misleading. See Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244, 303 (2003) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (citing to Goodwin Liu, The Causation Fallacy: Bakke and the Basic Arithmetic of Selective Admissions, 100 MICH L. REV. 1045, 1049 (2002) (“In any admissions process where applicants greatly outnumber admittees, and where white applicants greatly outnumber minority applicants, substantial preferences for minority applicants will not significantly diminish the odds of admission facing white applicants.”))
151. See Brennan Williams, Mindy Kaling’s Brother Admits He Pretended To Be Black So He Could Get Into Medical School, HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 6, 2015, 5:52 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/04/06/mindy-kaling-brother-posing-black-man-medical-school_n_7011720.html. Moreover, even if Saint Louis University School of Medicine believed that Chokal-Ingam was Black, and even if that played a role in his admission, there would be nothing novel or surprising. It is well established that institutions of higher education, including medical schools, use race as an admissions factor, to the benefit of groups who are underrepresented at such institutions. Over the past forty years, the United States Supreme Court has on three occasions ruled that this is constitutional. See Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978) (holding that race can be a “plus” factor in university admissions to achieve student body diversity); Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (holding that race can be a “plus” factor in university admissions to achieve student body diversity so long as it is applied in a flexible manner on an individualized basis) ;Fisher v. Texas (I), 133 S. Ct. 2411 (2013) (affirming that race can be used as a “plus” factor in university admissions, if a university can demonstrate that it needs to use race to achieve student body diversity). However, the Court will
speculates that some medical schools may have doubted that he was Black and rejected him on that basis, there is no way to verify that claim.

In any case, the issue of interest here is the relationship between Chokal-Ingam’s appearance—specifically his skin color—and his racial characterization. He reports that, when posing as Black, “[c]ops harassed me [and] . . . [s]tore clerks accused me of shoplifting.” However, Chokal-Ingam’s skin color did not change when he began presenting himself as “Black.” If these incidents of racial profiling occurred more frequently when Chokal-Ingam was “Black,” they were probably due to other visual or behavior cues that triggered racial stereotypes. Unlike Abba Dolla, who in 1910 was deemed “White” largely because of his light skin, Chokal-Ingam’s Blackness seemed to be contingent on features other than skin color—his relatively dark skin may have been helpful or even necessary for him to feign a Black identity, but it was not sufficient.

152. See Chokal-Ingam, True Story, supra note 141.

153. Chokal-Ingam is not the first South Asian American to claim to be Black on medical school applications. Rommel Nobay, a Princeton graduate whose ancestors were from Goa, India, claimed he was Black on his medical school applications. See Christine Hanley, Student Who Lied Sues For Privacy Invasion—He’s Upset Princeton Revealed His Deceitfulness, SEATTLE TIMES (Apr. 16, 1998), http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=19980416&slug=2745515. Nobay was accepted to several medical schools, but the acceptance offers were withdrawn after Princeton notified the medical schools of several discrepancies in his applications. Id.

Others have also made false claims of being Black. Professor Ian Ayres of Yale Law recounts that as a high school junior in 1975, he indicated on his PSAT/NMSQT that he wanted to be considered for a national scholarship program for outstanding Black students. See http://acadiumscholar.org/about-ian-ayres/. Professor Ayres later wrote an article for his high school newspaper clarifying his racial identity, which he submitted with his college applications to insure that schools were not mislead. See Ian Ayres, Black Like Me, available http://acadiumscholar.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Black_Like_Me_small.pdf . It is interesting to note that like Chokal-Ingam, Ayres initially opposed race-conscious affirmative action, but he later revised his stance to one of qualified support. See About Ian Ayres, http://acadiumscholar.org/about-ian-ayres/.

Recently, Rachel Dolezal, former President of the NAACP chapter in Spokane, Washington, claimed to be Black even though both of her biological parents identify as White. See Charles M. Blow, The Delusions of Rachel Dolezal, N.Y. TIMES (June 17, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/18/opinion/charles-blow-the-delusions-of-dolezal.html. Ms. Dolezal apparently even took measures to darken her complexion. Id. This incident briefly “sparked a national conversation about how race is constructed and enforced, to what extent it is cultural and experiential, and whether it is mutable and adoptable.” Id.

154. See Chokal-Ingam, True Story, supra note 141.

155. See id. for other visual and behavior cues, such as Chokal-Ingam’s shaved head, that may have signaled his Blackness in these situations.

156. See supra note 47, at 50–51 and accompanying text.
IV. DOWN WITH BROWN

Brown is another color-designated identity claimed by South Asian Americans—particularly those who are younger and more politically progressive. Although Professor Vijay Prashad’s groundbreaking book, The Karma of Brown Folk—modeled after W.E.B. Du Bois’s classic, The Souls of Black Folk—analyzes a variety of dilemmas that South Asian Americans face in defining their identities. Unlike Black or White, Brown has not been a formal racial category in the United States, and it is less common as an informal racial designation than either Black or White. Also, Brown is used to refer not only to South Asian Americans, but also to Latina/os, and at times to African Americans. For South Asian Americans, claiming Brownness allows them to establish a separate racial identity for themselves—one that is independent of White and Black Americans, but parallels those groups by employing a color-designated identity. Alternatively, Brown can also imply a connection between South Asian Americans and other people of color in a show of solidarity. The term “coconut”–brown on the outside, white on the inside—is also used as an epithet against South Asian Americans and Latina/os—typically by other members of their group who perceive the “coconuts” as assimilated and divorced from their cultural heritage.

Skin color does not appear to play a major role for South Asian Americans claiming a Brown identity. It is possible that darker-skinned South Asians are more likely to self-identify as Brown, but that color

157. See generally PRASHAD, supra note 10. Ironically, in the 1923 Thind case, the United States Supreme Court referenced the “brown Hindu.” 261 U.S. at 209.
158. See PRASHAD, supra note 10.
159. DU BOIS, supra note 1.
160. See Brown People, http://www.brownpeople.org/; Linda Martin-Alcoff, Latinos and the Categories of Race, LINDA MARTIN-ALCOFF, http://www.alcoff.com/content/chap10latrace.html. As another aspect of our racial ambiguity, South Asian Americans can also be confused for Latina/os. See Harpalani, supra note 12, at 71–72 (noting instances of being confused for Puerto Rican and Mexican). This confusion is augmented by the fact that there are some South Asians with last names such as DeCruz and Fernandez which are associated with Latina/os.
161. This is particularly true when referring to skin color rather than race: for example, with a term such as “brown-skinned.”
162. See PRASHAD, supra note 10.
designation does not have social meanings that are as known, salient, and established as the social meanings of Black and White.\textsuperscript{165}

There are also other ways in which South Asian Americans have been racialized. While these can involve skin color, they often relate to other racialized symbols, which are often religious in nature. Early twentieth-century American newspapers referred to Indian immigrants as “hated Hindoos” even though many of those immigrants were Sikh or Muslim.\textsuperscript{166} In the 1980s, the “Dotbusters,” a Jersey City, New Jersey gang, targeted the local Indian-American community, committing several violent hate crimes, including the murder of recent immigrant Navroze Mody.\textsuperscript{167} The term “dotbuster” derives from the bindi—the red dot many South Asian women wear on their foreheads as a sign of fidelity.\textsuperscript{168} Local racial dynamics also play a large role in this racial animus: it is no coincidence that the “Dotbusters” formed in Jersey City, New Jersey, which has a relatively large South Asian population compared to most cities in the U.S.\textsuperscript{169}

Also, since the September 11, 2001 attacks, South Asian and Arab Americans have been jointly racialized as alleged terrorists.\textsuperscript{170} This occurs

\textsuperscript{165}. Of course, this may differ in South Asia and in South Asian diasporic communities where lighter skin is often valued and any connotation of darker skin can be viewed negatively. See SHADES OF DIFFERENCE, supra note 3, at 176 (noting that South Asian communities around the world are “the largest market for skin lighteners”). See also generally Radhika Parameswaran & Kavitha Cardoza, Melanin on the Margins: Advertising and the Cultural Politics of Fair/Light/White Beauty in India, 11 JOURNALISM & COMM. MONOGRAPHS 213 (2009); Shilpi Bhattacharya, The Desire for Whiteness: Can Law and Economics Explain It?, 2 COLUM. J. RACE & L. 117 (2012); Trina Jones, The Significance of Skin Color in Asian and Asian-American Communities: Initial Reflections, 3 UC IRVINE L. REV. 1105 (2013). Recently, Indian female tennis player Sania Mirza, who won the 2015 Wimbledon women’s doubles title with Martina Hingis, noted she was discouraged from playing tennis because her family thought she would become darker by spending too much time in the sun. See Ben Rothenberg, Martina Hingis Returns to Top of Wimbledon, With Help From a Breakthrough, N.Y. Times, July 12, 2015, at SP2, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/12/sports/tennis/at-wimbledon-martina-hingis-and-sania-mirza-reach-the-top-from-disparate-paths.html. There is also a Facebook page dedicated to eliminating colorism in India. See Dark Is Beautiful, FACEBOOK, http://www.darkisbeautiful.in/.

\textsuperscript{166}. Harpalani, supra note 4, at 122–23, 158.


\textsuperscript{168}. See id. at 73.


\textsuperscript{170}. Ironically, while they are jointly racialized as terrorists, unlike South Asian Americans, Arab Americans are formally classified as White. See Revisions to the Standards for the Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity, 62 Fed. Reg. 58, 58,781, 789 (Oct. 30, 1997), available at
in part because of racialized symbols, such as the turban, which are common among both South Asians and Arabs generally, but worn for different reasons by different, specific religious and ethnic groups. In all of these cases, skin color plays a general role of marking racialized actors as non-White, but many other historical and political factors, along with the local environment, determine the specific manner in which the actors are racialized.

Other forms of religious racialization of South Asian Americans include their presumed association with morphed Hindu and Buddhist religious imagery and spiritual practices—most notably Western forms of yoga and meditation. These views are rooted in more benign assumptions, but they are still oversimplified and stereotypical. Racialization in this context goes beyond skin color and draws upon stereotypes of the East as exotic and mystical.

CONCLUSION: RACING COLOR

This essay has analyzed the relationship between race and color in the racialization of South Asian Americans. The analysis here illustrates that, whether South Asian Americans are racialized as White, Black, or Brown, skin color usually plays a limited role. It is certainly relevant, particularly when marking South Asian Americans as non-White, but other factors such as social mores, political considerations, and cultural stereotypes play a larger role in determining the specific racial characterization. Local racial dynamics often determine how all of these factors come into play in racialization processes. While individual skin color essentially remains constant across local settings—except for variations due to sunlight exposure or cosmetic modification—the social construction of race often varies with local contexts.

Beyond showing that race and color are distinct, there are other important lessons to be garnered from this analysis. Demonstrating that race and color are distinct illuminates the social construction of the race

171. See supra note 116 and accompanying text.
172. Harpalani, supra note 4, at 159–61.
174. Id.; see also PRASHAD, supra note 10.
175. See Harpalani, supra note 4, at 181 (noting “how . . . microclimes are important in understanding how . . . racial ambiguity . . . plays out in particular contexts.”).
and the different social meanings associated with various racial statuses. If race is more than just color, then it is important to understand the other factors that go into constructing race, including racial stereotypes and social and historical context. Young children first learn about race by associating it with color, but as they get older, they learn stereotypes and social meanings associated with race. Eventually, these stereotypes become more salient for children’s understanding of race than the color associations they learned much earlier. Teasing out the distinctions between color and race can also shed light on how children learn racial stereotypes and the social meanings associated with race.

Further, while this Essay has largely highlighted color as one aspect of defining race, color and colorism also merit consideration as separate phenomena. Colorism is long standing and well documented in South Asia, where skin lightening products are popular. Moreover, for South Asian Americans, colorism can intersect with American racism in complex fashion. For example, Professor Taunya Lovell Banks notes that in Title VII discrimination claims by South Asian plaintiffs, “cultural nuances are being missed by American courts” due to lack of expertise on the relationships between race, color, national origin, and religion in various South Asian communities. Also, when a South Asian American woman, Nina Davuluri, was recently named Miss America 2014, her selection elicited two distinct reactions. First, many members of the American public posted overtly racist comments that referred to Davuluri as “Arab,” “foreigner,” “terrorist,” “member of Al-Qaeda,” and “Miss 7-

178. See Vinay Harpalani & Margaret Beale Spencer, What Does “Acting White” Actually Mean?: Racial Identity, Adolescent Development, and Academic Achievement among Black Youth, in MINORITY STATUS, OPPOSITIONAL CULTURE, AND SCHOOLING 222 (John U. Ogbu ed., 2008) (discussing various behaviors that adolescents can associate with race, including speaking in particular ways, listening to particular forms of music, and wearing particular hairstyles).
179. See sources cited supra note 3.
180. See supra note 165. Beyond the salience of colorism, race is socially constructed differently in South Asia than it is in the United States. See generally PETER ROBB, THE CONCEPT OF RACE IN SOUTH ASIA (1997).
Conversely, South Asian commentators noted that Davuluri was too dark-skinned to be named Miss India.

This kind of intersection between racism and colorism can also affect the everyday lives of other groups, such as African Americans and Latina/os. American public discourse, however, focuses much more on racism than on colorism—perhaps obscuring the latter. In fact, scholars have argued that emphasis on racism can mask colorism and its effects.

Finally, the analysis here, in conjunction with the Global Perspectives on Colorism conference (“Conference”) more generally, shows that racism, colorism, and their intersections remain important issues to address. Understanding how race and color are related, but also distinct, is a part of this process. Hopefully, the Conference will be the first in a series of many in-depth dialogues on these pertinent issues.


